Hotelkiosk

Employee of the month, every month

Let technology help you

A traditional hotel has a front desk staffed with at least two or
three people to help the guest check-in or check-out. The
desk is manned 24 hours, in three shifts, 365 days a year.
A Hotelkiosk is both an immediate significant saving and a
unique tool to make your guests happy! It handles the
complete check-in and check-out process. And when
integrated into your business process, it will be the most
efficient and loyal employee you’ve ever had.

The kiosk takes care of the complete check-in and check-out process.
It can provide your guests a selection of rooms to choose from, it
programs the room keys and handles the payment. It handles early
check-ins, may sell extra’s as breakfast or late-check-outs and allow
your employees to help wherever they are needed and have more time
to make the guests feel at home. The number of screens presented
to the guest is as little as possible to speed up the process. Check-in
can be handled within 30 seconds, checking-out can be done in
around 15 seconds. The Hotelkiosk is built into the table to obtain a
clean and accessible system that blends in to your lobby.
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Go all-in

Because we do not believe in the success of standard
out-of-the-box products for this type of kiosk implementations,
we will deliver a customized solution that fully fits into your
organization. We will use our base check-in/out software for
this and will change the look-and-feel matching the corporate
identity of your hotel. On the backside we will make sure the
system talks to all your systems running in your hotel.

We have proven that kiosks really can be very successful if
implemented the right way. Besides selecting the right kiosk
hard- and software, the correct decision must be made how to
integrate the kiosks in the hotel operations. Kiosks must be fully
integrated in the check-in and check-out procedure of the hotel
and should be placed at the right position in the lobby to give
you optimal results. Putting some kiosks in a corner of the lobby
simply does not work.

Dimensions
Material:
Weight
Power

420 x 527 x 375 above table top, 650 total (width x depth x height)
Aluminium and hardened glass
24 kg
24V - 35W max (external power adapter included)

Display:
Printer:
Room key encoder:
Payment systems:

17” industrial grade full color display with capacitive touch interface
80mm wide thermal printer to print room slips, receipts and cost overviews
RFID reader / writer supports multiple communication protocols
Various secure payment devices possible, depends on payment aquirer

Hotel application:
PMS interface:

We use our base version as a starting point and add your wishes to it
Our flexible and expandalble PMS interface can talk with numerous PMS systems

Contact us for more information.
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